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Next week:

laColina
Learn how local Latino

residents plan to celebrate
Thanksgiving this year.
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BY AMANDAYOUNGER style of choice. Street skating, with skater Brian Wainwright said.
STAFF WRITER notable athletes like Ryan Sheckler "Street skating's everywhere; you

Jim Rees was born in 1963. And and Paul Rodriguez at its helm, just step ouf your door and go."
by 1966, he had a skateboard in refers to skating on paved street The popularity of skateboarding

rather than style, grew throughout the late 70s and
”*alwa ys bad a skateboard when skating on ramps in skate parks. peaked in the 80s.

was a kid," the skater and skate But North Carolina's coastal areas "In the early 90s it kind of
|BraßSfflg|^ramßBgHm|^SHH^HHHß^n|H|jg ar k builder said. "I've been skating also have infused a unique compo- went underground, "

said Tommy
'76 pretty much nonstop." nent to skating as techniques and Harward, a professional freestyle

Such is the case forcountless skat- tricks used in surfing found their skater and Raleigh native,
across the nation, not excluding ways into the concrete playgrounds The ebb and flow of skating in

North Carolina, a state rich in action of local skate parks. the state and on the national scene
sports traditions. "I think in North Carolina, on the continued until a resurgence in the

While Greenville may have been coast, there is a little more surf- 1990s with ESPN's annual display
pushed into the BMX spotlight oriented style, but I think recently of skating prowess, the X Games.Mi with the help of New York-to-North it hasn't been so much," Rees said. Though some skaters admit that

Sophomore Greg Strompoios, pictur§s|as Carolina transplant Dave Mirra, "I think now what they're doing in the sport is again on the downhill
been skating for years and has brought his skateboarding also has found a surfing is borrowing from skating." slope of its hills and valleys histo-
of grinding and tricks to UNC after transferring home in backyard bowls and local Though the sport was popular- ry, due in part to closings ofskate
from Temple University in Philadelphia. skate parks. ized in the 1970s with vert skat- parks and overall economic down-

Kickflips, ollies and a range ofother tricks In cities like Wilmington, ing, a lack of access to parks and turn, some skaters are looking at
can be spotted as Strompoios carves across , Charlotte, Durham and Raleigh, ramps throughout North Carolina the bright side,
campus, though taking the occasional tumble. skaters have formed a community and the rest of the country became "Itweeds out the people who

"That's the thing about skateboarding; you that continues to carry on the tradi- a catalyst for the rise in street skat- are in it for the wrong reasons,
failail the time but it's just about getting back tion °f vert and street skating even ing that would be seen in the 1980s because they think it's cool,"
up," he said. as the sport declines in popularity and 19905. Harward said.

on the national scale. "With vert skating you've got to "The people who love it anda majority of skaters, both in have a ramp, so either someone's skateboarding is in their hearts,
North Carolina and beyond, have got to be motivated and build one, they'll do it whether the kids down
adopted street skating as their or the parks got to exist," lifelong the street are doing it or not."
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I It willresemble an 88Bjf88fe board to flip. body asyoo iland.
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